Eating & food (2-3)

GENERAL WORDS
- feast
- supper
- grain
- ♥ dairy
- crops
- vitamins
- ★ energy

FOODS
- Ingredients: wheat, flour, beef, butter, ★ cream
- Prepared foods: sandwich, ♥ crust, chips, chocolate

COOKING
- Actions: measure, steam, ★ boiling, prepared, stirred, melted
- States: raw, fresh, ★ boiling
- Things: steam, pot, tray

TASTING
- delicious, fresh, swallow
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Eating & food (2-3)
Word-family map

energy's energies

energy drink
energy-saving
high-energy

energy

energetic
energetically
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Word-family map

boils
boiled
boiling

boil

boil over
boiler room
hard-boiled
soft-boiled

boiler
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Word-family map

pot's
pots
potted
potting

teapot
coffeepot
flowerpot
pothole
potluck
potholder
potted plant
potty training
pot-roast
pot-bellied

pot

potter
pottery
potty
potties
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Another food group is the **dairy** group. Milk and cheese are part of the **dairy** group. *(What do you eat?)*

**dairy**

**a farm that raises cows for milk (n), or the building on the farm where products are made (n)**

Soon, a milk truck takes the cows’ milk to a **dairy**. At the **dairy**, the milk is cooked. Bringing it to a boil will kill bad germs. *(From cows to you)*

**milk and foods made from milk (n)**

In small gardens, on rooftops and indoors, city residents grow fruits, vegetables, grains and herbs, and raise animals to produce **dairy**, eggs, honey and meat. *(How city residents use urban farms)*

Winter, spring, summer, and fall, the cows on the **dairy** farm must be milked - twice a day, every day. *(Cows in the parlor)*
Eating & food (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Europa is one of the moons that orbit Jupiter... There is a thick crust of ice on Europa. (Handbook of planets and moons)

The part of the earth that we walk on is called the crust. The crust is made mostly of rock. (What is Earth made of?)

He packed up a piece of cheese and a crust of bread, and, taking his lantern, set out on his travels. (Willie Mouse)

The outside of a loaf of bread (n), or the part of a pie or pizza made from flour (n)

Then they put the apples into crusts. The teachers put the pies in the oven. (The food crew)